
Case Study 1

KT is a 53-year-old Caucasian male who grew up in an upper
middle class family and was raised by both of his parents. KT has
a diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia and it is unknown when he
was first diagnosed. Due to his KT diagnosis and not taking any
psychotropic medications he ended up homeless on the streets in
Honolulu.

In 2018, KT was on the ACT (Assisted Community Treatment)
radar and it was then that IHS learned that his mother was his legal
guardian. In 2019 with his mother’s consent KT started to take
monthly injections of Invega and in April of 2020, he was enrolled
in the IHS Housing First program and placed into housing. KT had
a lot of support as he had a private case manager whom his
mother pays a fee for service, a case manager from IHS under the
AMHD program, a housing specialist and a housing case manager.

While housed, his housing case manager helped to teach KT how
to clean up his apartment by showing him how to sweep, wash
dishes, wash clothes, etc. KT refused to participate and expected
everyone to do it for him. Although he was on psychotropic meds
and housed, he would not use the toilet and would urinate in
bottles that he kept in his bedroom. All of his case managers and
housing specialist would address him about this issue and he
would make excuses to not talk about the Subject.

He receives $2400.00 a month from his father’s death benefits and
he does not qualify for Quest because his income is too high.
Without Quest medical he does not qualify for a chore worker or an
aide to help him with his ADL’s (Activities of Daily Living)

Case Study 2

VZ is a 54-year-old Caucasian female, diagnosed with Bipolar
Disorder. She was homeless with her boyfriend in Kapiolani Park
for over 8 years before getting housing in S+C PSH program.
Consumer was raised on the mainland and has limited contact with
her family. She has one brother, one sister and a son who was
raised by her sister. VZ has a diagnosis of major depression and
PTSD surrounding events she does not speak about.

Before being placed into housing this consumer was very guarded
and preferred to speak only to her boyfriend.  Once the consumer
was housed her mood improved however she was anxious when
meeting new people or in interactions with her neighbors. She
consistently took her medications and was able to speak openly to
her housing specialist. She paid her rent and bills on time. Her
home was cluttered, the client's boyfriend would collect cans and
bottles to recycle and bring home extra “stuff” that he wanted to fix.
For example, stroller parts, wagon parts, bicycle parts etc. “to
make his job easier”.

Client felt overwhelmed with the amount of stuff he accumulated in
their one-bedroom apartment and just gave up because she did
not want to argue with him. Her boyfriend was diagnosed with
cancer and died a few months after his diagnosis. She continued
taking her medication and keeping up with her appointments. She
still struggled to organize her home, speaks often about decorating
and fixing it up but refuses to get rid of the clutter left behind and
has diminished quality of life due to the clutter.



Case Study 3

PS is a white male who came to the IHS Men's shelter from the
streets. From the shelter, he entered the IHS permanent housing
program. His housing staff were able to place him in a unit very
near to the IHS shelter and near to the streets where he lived prior
to entering our program. It was a small 2-story complex with only
10 units.

This complex also consisted of other previously homeless tenants.
Due to the length of homelessness, PS had a very difficult time
adjusting to being in a home. Soon it became obvious that he was
spending more and more time “out on the streets” where it was
familiar and where his friends were. As a result, he eventually
brought bed bugs into his unit and an infestation took over. He
continued to keep many things he didn't need when in a home, but
maybe needed in the streets and these things made it difficult to
disinfect and spray adequately for bed bugs.

He also did not have the basic skills of cleaning even though we
provided him with cleaning supplies and skills classes. He rarely
used his stove and continued to purchase prepared meals. His
home became very untidy and started to attract roaches. We had
to put on our cleaning crew caps and literally clean out his unit as
well as go over basic cleaning and life skills in order to secure his
unit and prevent eviction. Even after that, it was a constant struggle
for him to keep up with his unit's cleanliness which caused him to
receive notices from his property manager threatening to evict him.

Case Study 4

BC was a 55-year-old local male who was known to be homeless
in downtown Honolulu where he was regularly seen by outreach
workers and well known to business owners and security guards.
BC was known to have an established history of dealing drugs to
maintain his own habit and used multiple substances including
meth and heroin. BC had many health conditions which were
debilitating and eventually caused him difficulty in ambulation
although he managed and eventually defaulted to a wheelchair.

BC was approved for and placed into housing in lower Nuuanu.
BC would regularly request transport from his CM and housing
specialist to “go to the bank” often abandoning his ride home and
taking to Fort Street Mall where he would connect with his old
crew, trade and use drugs. Often he would reach back out to his
workers demanding a ride home. BC was in the habit of smoking
marijuana in his apartment as it became difficult to obtain other
drugs.  His neighbors would complain about the smell of marijuana
coming from his apartment despite the fact that “he only smoked in
the bathroom” which ventilated onto a common walkway.

BC had many medical appointments and frequent hospital stays
and would regularly berate his workers complaining that
transportation was their responsibility. Every visit and pick up was
unpleasant for staff who continued to put up with his outbursts.  His
building manager issued many warnings concerning his use of
marijuana on property and threatened to evict him due to ongoing
complaints from his neighbors.



Case Study 5

BD is a 47-year-old homeless woman who is unsheltered
homeless in urban Honolulu, Stadium Park and surrounding areas.
BD has three small dogs and is very outgoing and social.  BD has
a diagnosis of Bi-polar disorder and PTSD related to multiple
instances of physical and emotional abuse due to an extensive
history of domestic violence.  It is known that her current boyfriend
who is also homeless is abusive to her, takes money from her and
also abuses her pets.  BD has extensive supports among the
homeless community and is often observed looking after others.
BD is often observed drinking alcohol with her friends however
denies that she has a drinking problem at this time.

BD’s outreach workers have secured all of her vital documents
including an emotional support pet letter for her dogs and have
income verification.  BD is now approved for a housing voucher.
Her outreach workers have offered to show her apartments in her
area.  BD is often unavailable or unwilling to attend showings
which have been scheduled by her workers.  Her options are
limited due to her pets.  BD also states that she will only move into
an apartment that has dedicated parking (she does not own a car).
BD also states she will only move into an apartment with a
“bathtub” and refuses to look at apartments with showers only.

Case Study 6

LD is a 62-year-old man who was formerly homeless on Keaumoku
Blvd in urban Honolulu for many years and well known to outreach
workers and business owners.  LD was frequently observed
“passed out” on sidewalks and bus stops due to his extensive use
of alcohol.  LD was frequently at risk for getting hit by oncoming
traffic as he did not observe cross walks when under the influence
of alcohol.  It was well known that a shop owner in this area would
trade the full value of his EBT card each month in exchange for
alcohol.  LD has not been diagnosed with any formal mental health
disorders except alcohol abuse.  LD reported that he is a veteran
however states he has never received benefits from the VA and is
vague about his service.

LD was approved for housing and placed into a Federal Elderly
Housing unit on School Street.  LD was in communication with his
daughter who would visit irregularly and was with no other support
systems.  LD would walk almost every day to a liquor store near
his house to purchase beer.  While the intensity of his drinking
became less he continued to drink and watch television every day.

LD was reluctant to leave his apartment and would agree to do so
only when transport was provided by his workers.  LD had limited
to no contact with his neighbors who would regularly meet in
common areas of his building preferring to stay in his unit and
watch television.

LD has poor eating habits, only uses his microwave oven, prefers
canned or frozen foods and is obese.  LD is often a fall risk due to
intoxication and has developed both respiratory and heart
problems.



Case Study 7

SM is a 47-year-old local female who was homeless on the
Waianae Coast for many years due to a recurring drug problem
and loss of family and social supports.  SM was recently housed in
a very small rental in Nanakuli having been evicted from her
previous residence for violation of her lease agreement and due to
having others in her unit for long periods of time who were not on
the lease.

SM has many health conditions including obesity, requires the use
of a walker, heart conditions, sleep apnea, diabetes and is
frequently incontinent of urine.   SM’s small studio apartment is
now full of all of the belongings she previously had in her initial,
larger apartment and there is little space for her or others to
navigate.  SM’s small kitchenette is unusable due to hoarding and
as she “only drinks coffee”.  SM makes money on the side by
selling adult diapers which are delivered to her home in bulk,
frequently.  Her storage of diapers has also resulted in
overcrowding in her apartment.

It is now the case that her boyfriend has taken up residence in her
unit despite this being a lease violation.  Additionally, her landlord
who lives on the adjacent property is expressing concern that
many people “come and go” from her apartment all day.  SM
reports that she is only selling diapers which appears to be true
however there is also concern that she may be selling drugs.  Her
landlord is threatening to evict her due to concerns about her
boyfriend, frequent visitors and the declining condition of her unit.

Case Study 8

EJ is a 34-year-old local Asian male who was formerly homeless in
central Oahu for many years following completion of a jail term for
promotion and possession of drugs. EJ is currently housed in a
small, ground floor apartment in central Oahu. EJ denies drug use
at this time however empty beer bottles and cans are frequently
strewn around his apartment.

EJ reports that he supplements his income by both repairing and
selling mopeds. EJ initially stored and repaired mopeds outside of
his apartment.  As he began to accumulate many mopeds, moped
frames and moped parts his landlord noted that this was a hazard
to other residents as walkways and common areas were now
overtaken. EJ then moved his activities into his unit where he now
has multiple mopeds, parts, motors and tools overtaking his unit.

As grease and oil stains are visible on carpets, linoleum and
throughout his kitchen surfaces and floors his landlord has given
him a final warning that he will be evicted if he does not remove
these items and clean his unit restoring it to its original condition.



Case Study 9

JP is a 26-year-old local male who is currently housed in a clean
and sober living environment sharing a two-bedroom apartment
with one roommate. JP has a long standing history of Bi-polar and
poly-substance abuse. Prior to his current housing placement JP
was homeless due to his addiction, mental illness and diminished
family supports. JP was discharged from residential treatment
directly into his current housing. JP becomes psychotic and
aggressive when using meth however seems to be in solid
recovery at this time and reports that he is medication compliant.

JP has a history of employment working as a server in food service
and has recently returned to part time work at a restaurant. JP also
attended some college and was very close to immediate and
extended family prior to his drug abuse. At present, JP must
complete assigned house chores, participate in weekly “house
meetings” together with other residents and additionally attend five
12 step meetings per week. Lately JP’s house manager reports
that JP is skipping meetings and has been missing curfew due to
his work schedule.

JP has lived previously in a homeless shelter and will be evicted to
a shelter and lose his subsidy if he does not comply with house
rules. JP’s worker and housing manager have reminded him that
his sobriety is his priority at this time and returning to shelter would
not be a safe recovery environment for him.

Case Study 10

BD is a 71-year-old female who is currently housed however is
now returning home following a 2-month hospital stay for heart
surgery and to initiate medications to stabilize her blood pressure.
BD has adequate SSI income and SNAP benefits in place. BD is
now deconditioned and requires a walker having spent the
previous two months in a hospital bed. BD suffers from alcohol
dependence, does not have adequate nutrition, struggles to shop
for and prepare nutritious meals, is inconsistent with taking her
medications and has poor hygiene due to “being scared to fall in
the tub”.

Prior to her hospitalization BD was behind in paying her portion of
the rent and was additionally under scrutiny by her landlord as her
apartment was unsanitary, cluttered with garbage and bug infested.
BD is now 4 months behind on her rent and her landlord is
threatening to evict her if she does not initiate paying down on her
rent balance. BD has a history of employment however does not
identify any support system including family. BD is refusing home
health support at this time and declined foster or care home
placements as she smokes cigarettes.


